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Difficulty level 1 2 3

NOUNS
TEST

1
Difficulty level 1 21

1.  As fossil fuels are running out, scientists 
are looking for a new energy ---- to power 
the cars.

A)  amount  B)  rate
C)  opinion  D)  invasion
  E)  source

2.  Children must be strictly warned against 
any kind of ---- such as smoking or 
drugs. 

A)  revolution  B)  addiction
C)  production  D)  ignorance
  E)  caution 

3.  A student can recognize his ---- after the 
first two weeks of this course. 

A)  arrival  
B)  consideration
C)  progress
D)  disturbance
E)  petition

4.  As trees prevent soil erosion, they 
are essential to maintain the ---- of the 
ecosystem.

A)  balance   B)  isolation
C)  deficiency  D)  revelation
  E)  legislation 

5.  Some crimes may need detailed police 
---- if the situation is not clear. 

A)  investigation
B)  contamination
C)  combination
D)  dependence
E)  possession

6.  Dyeing hair is seen as a very easy and 
affordable ---- especially for women. 

A)  tolerance   B)  territory
C)  insight   D)  treatment 
  E)  beverage

7.  This writer is mainly known for 
his wonderful nature ---- and vivid 
characters. 

A)  exception   B)  depiction
C)  addition   D)  prevention
  E)  election

8.  Your success entirely depends on your 
---- and motivation. 

A)  permission B)  fatigue
C)  reduction  D)  insult 
  E)  effort
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9. It is a well-known fact that the Internet 
has ---- the way people communicate 
with each other.

A)  resisted  B)  transformed
C)  isolated  D)  paused 
  E)  declared 

 10. Every day people around the world ---- 
around 1.6 billion cups of coffee.   

A)  tend  B)  build
C)  assume   D)  interrupt
  E)  consume

11. The earliest organism that can be ---- as 
fish were soft-bodied chordates that first 
appeared during the Cambrian period. 

A)  classified  B)  matched
C)  emitted   D)  renovated 
  E)  obeyed 

12. Some factors that ---- to a low standard 
of living include lack of jobs, insufficient 
health care services and lack of food and 
water. 

A)  contribute   B)  multiply 
C)  inhabit   D)  assert 
  E)  examine 

13. Brochures or pamphlets typically ---- of 
a single piece of paper on which various 
texts or images are printed. 

A)  capture   B)  analyse 
C)  develop  D)  consist
  E)  represent 

14. Clover honey is kind of honey which is 
produced by bees that ---- on the nectar 
of clover plants.  

A)  vary   B)  prepare 
C)  sustain   D)  range 
  E)  feed

 
15. A number of studies have been 

carried out so far to ---- the dangers of 
microwave ovens.

A)  suffer   B)  derive 
C)  determine  D)  advocate 
  E)  reside 

16. You can ---- your risk for diabetes by 
maintaining a healthy body weight and 
eating a balanced diet. 

A)  penetrate   B)  vanish 
C)  compel   D)  comprise  
  E)  lessen
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VERBS
TEST
21

Difficulty level 1 2 3

1. The scientists examined the fossils 
closely to ---- their age.

A)  support     B)  determine
C)  eliminate  D)  demand  

 E)  intend

2. He ---- me for everything, which I thought 
very unfair.

A)  blamed  B)  approved
C)  asserted  D)  reminded
  E)  judged

3. Every winter, Miami Beach is ---- by 
thousands of tourists.

A)  invaded    B)  restricted
C)  constructed D)  obliged
  E)  inherited

4.  Jane held onto the dog’s tail and 
wouldn’t ---- it so the dog turned and bit 
her hand.

A)  torture  B)  distinguish
C)  transfer  D)  release
  E)  contact

5.  When you tell a group of people to do a 
job, you should always ---- one person as 
a leader.

A)  eliminate  B)  appoint
C)  forecast  D)  expel
  E)  criticize

6.  The language lab is closed today 
because the technicians are here to ---- 
the new equipment.

A)  reject   B)  oppose
C)  translate    D)  interfere
  E)  install

7. The sign requested that we should ---- all 
fires before leaving the campground.

A)  extinguish  B)  remember  
C)  locate  D)  demand
  E)  diminish

8. I don’t think they’ll ever ---- me to go up 
in a hot-air balloon again.

A)  recover  B)  avoid
C)  perform  D)  represent
  E)  persuade

9. Your name and date of birth are not just 
ways of identifying yourself on official 
forms; they can also be used to ---- your 
character.

A)  tolerate  B)  interrupt
C)  demolish  D)  analyze
  E)  undertake

10. She wondered whether she would be 
able to ---- with three children and a 
frisky dog on a three hundred mile drive.

A)  equalize  B)  measure
C)  promote  D)  encourage
  E)  cope
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TEST
64

Difficulty level 1 2 3

1. The ---- available in a factory is 
very important. The quality of them 
determines how much the workers can 
produce. 

A)  endurance  B)  machinery
C)  fibre  D)  secrecy
  E)  consideration

2. The standard ---- for the delivery service 
is twenty pounds. It doesn’t matter 
if your house is two or two hundred 
kilometres away. 

A)  hardship  B)  seat
C)  definition  D)  charge
  E)  balance

3. You should make sure that your child 
travels in a car ---- made for children. 
Otherwise it will fly out of the window in 
the case of an accident. 

A)  percentage B)  object
C)  journal  D)  seat
  E)  perspective

4. Women are not allowed to wear make-up 
in the Amish ----. Men are regarded as 
the sole providers of the house. They are 
just strange people. 

A)  collapse  B)  scenery
C)  community D)  pear
  E)  illusion

5. For centuries, humans across the 
world have built and created cities that 
continue to ---- engineers and architects 
today.

A)  inspire  B)  cope
C)  process  D)  purchase
  E)  blame

6. Under Caesar, the Roman Empire ---- to 
its widest borders from Egypt to the 
other end of Europe. 

A)  snored  B)  whistled
C)  based  D)  stretched
  E)  accomplished

7. Verdi was widely ---- as a musical genius 
for increasing the quality of opera in 
Italy.

A)  activated  B)  regarded
C)  insured  D)  located
  E)  recovered

8. The terrorist just pushed a button to ---- 
the bomb and they blew up hundreds of 
people. That is just cruel. 

A)  lessen  B)  rebel
C)  excuse  D)  quieten
  E)  activate

9. It is important to let children ---- their 
ideas. They can only develop a good 
self-esteem this way.  

A)  go against  B)  pull out
C)  look into  D)  put forward
  E)  take up

10. It’s a dentist’s job to ---- teeth. You may 
leave pieces inside if you do it at home. 

A)  get up  B)  make up
C)  bring out  D)  hand out
  E)  pull out
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REVISION
TEST
65

Difficulty level 1 2 3

1. The rate of cancer ---- in the region is 
extreme because the region is polluted 
with radiation.  

A)  heavens  B)  relativities
C)  habits  D)  regrets
  E)  incidences

2. I have very good ---- from my previous 
employees, so I think I have a better 
chance of getting a good job very soon. 

A)  pardons  B)  registers
C)  references  D)  filters
  E)  chases

3. Our neighbour fell into a bitter ---- when 
her boyfriend broke up with her and she 
lost her job. 

A)  despair  B)  infancy
C)  severity  D)  nature
  E)  pipe

4. By ---- I found the letters I had been 
looking for in the attic. It was such a 
happy moment.   

A)  pause  B)  coincidence
C)  secrecy  D)  whistle
  E)  threat

5. Scientists ---- on animals before they try 
any medicine on humans. Animal rights 
activists think this should be banned. 

A)  despair  B)  manipulate
C)  collect  D)  guide
  E)  experiment

6. In order to ---- how old a tree is you can 
count the circles inside it when you cut it 
down. 

A)  administer  B)  fry
C)  determine  D)  extend
  E)  loosen

7. I tried every possible way to ---- my 
students to study for the exam but they 
just ignored my efforts. They have no 
aim in life. 

A)  situate  B)  sneeze
C)  rise  D)  gather
  E)  motivate

8. The doctor looked at the test results and 
said they ---- cancer because there were 
no cancer cells. They would look into 
other diseases. 

A)  eliminated  B)  reminded
C)  emancipated D)  overcame 
  E)  rested 

9. If you never want to ---- milk, you need to 
buy more whenever you run low on your 
resources. Of course we don’t have any 
more milk. You drank it. 

A)  keep up with B)  show off
C)  drop off  D)  get out
  E)  run out of

10. Lisa will ---- the half marathon first and 
then she will run the full marathon next 
month. 

A)  go out  B)  go through
C)  go for  D)  go down with
  E)  go by
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11. Did you ---- the air conditioner before you 
left home? You always leave it on. 

A)  turn off  B)  switch on
C)  show off  D)  fall through
  E)  pile up

12. The owner is planning to ---- the old 
market to build a new multi-storey one in 
its place. 

A)  draw up  B)  come into
C)  run down  D)  go off
  E)  pull down

13. When the environment becomes too ---- 
for an animal, they have to find a way to 
cope. Some animals migrate out of the 
area others hibernate. 

A)  cute  B)  ancient
C)  innocent  D)  unbearable
  E)  curious

14. You are being ---- right now. Can you 
please focus on what you have to do 
and what you can do? Instead you are 
focusing on your weaknesses. 

A)  painful  B)  irrational
C)  keen  D)  complimentary
  E)  hostile

15. There is a(n) ---- flow of cash to the 
family but no one knows where the 
money is coming from. 

A)  radical  B)  urban
C)  extravagant D)  inner
  E)  continual

16. This exercise is just a(n) ---- one to make 
the child develop the necessary muscles 
to pronounce the word correctly. She 
should do it again and again at home. 

A)  repetitive  B)  deaf
C)  imaginative D)  up-to-date
  E)  official

17. The house was built ----. It overlooked the 
Bosphorus from the perfect angle and 
the design of the rooms were amazing. 

A)  eventually  B)  absolutely
C)  obviously  D)  terrifically
  E)  honourably

18. Your math grades have risen ----. I think 
you will solve at least nine out of ten 
questions in the exam. 

A)  notably  B)  tenderly
C)  predominantly D)  cruelly
  E)  dubiously

19. During his time in prison, Mandela 
---- became well known throughout the 
world. His legacy started spreading 
better then. 

A)  heavenly  B)  orderly
C)  specifically D)  prematurely
  E)  narrowly

20. This meal is ---- balanced so it will not 
make you gain any weight. 

A)  fluently  B)  curiously
C)  subsequently D)  simultaneously
  E)  nutritiously
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